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(Linear) primary CMB anisotropies are strongly damped by photon-
baryon shear viscosity at high L > 1000, where secondary anisotropies 
from the weakly and strongly nonlinear cosmic web dominate. In 
order of dominance: thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (Compton 
scattering of CMB off hot gas, unique frequency signature), CMB weak 
lensing (smooths out peaks and troughs, no frequency signature), 
kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich  effect (Thomson scattering  of CMB off 
moving ionized gas, at high and low redshift), & more.  Extragalactic 
radio (synchrotron) and infrared sources (dust emission) are important 
(frequency signatures, complex). Galactic foregrounds strongest at low L.  
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kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich  effect (Thomson scattering  of CMB off 
moving ionized gas, at high and low redshift), & more.  Extragalactic 
radio (synchrotron) and infrared sources (dust emission) are important 
(frequency signatures, complex). Galactic foregrounds strongest at low L.  
To get ns, mν  etc., from cosmic parameter estimation of the primary CMB anisotropy power,  
the statistics of secondary power must be fully incorporated ⇒ need to know accurately. 
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To get ns, mν  etc., from cosmic parameter estimation of the primary CMB anisotropy power,  
the statistics of secondary power must be fully incorporated ⇒ need to know accurately. 
2ndary signals are also cosmic-info-loaded: density power spectra in gas and dark matter. 
Dark energy equation of state from large SZ cluster samples (measures their thermal 
energy, related by virial equation to DM+gas gravitational energy)  (& CMB weak lensing).
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kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich  effect (Thomson scattering  of CMB off 
moving ionized gas, at high and low redshift), & more.  Extragalactic 
radio (synchrotron) and infrared sources (dust emission) are important 
(frequency signatures, complex). Galactic foregrounds strongest at low L.  
To get ns, mν  etc., from cosmic parameter estimation of the primary CMB anisotropy power,  
the statistics of secondary power must be fully incorporated ⇒ need to know accurately. 
2ndary signals are also cosmic-info-loaded: density power spectra in gas and dark matter. 
Dark energy equation of state from large SZ cluster samples (measures their thermal 
energy, related by virial equation to DM+gas gravitational energy)  (& CMB weak lensing).

the expts: CBI, ACBAR to L~2500+, BIMA ~6000, Quad to 2000+, Planck ~ 2000, SZA ~ 
4000, APEX, ACT & SPT to ~10000, eventually SPTpol and ACTpol. + high res follow-ups 
GBT, SZI, ALMA, CCAT, ...



Dave Wilkinson

Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe

 first dedicated CMB conference, exptalists + 
theorists, primary+secondary T/T



Dave Wilkinson 
  Rashid Sunyaev  

Text

WMAP 
launch 
2001.6



Delta T over Tea Toronto May 1987: first dedicated CMB 
conference, exptalists+theorists, primary+secondary T/T

BE87
Boom05 deep

Primary Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation ~ a statistically isotropic 
all-sky GRF on the 2-sphere CL =<|T(LM)|2> with target CL shapes
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bond@ ΔT/Tea87: 
“clustered shots” (bbks86-

peaks for halos) with 
pressure profiles - via 

binding energy (not mass) but 
beta-profiles  with core 

scaling and old X-ray beta’s

BUT spherical collapse - too 
many cls &  non-dynamical 
masses - high M’s too low 

⇒ peak patches BM91-96

+ effect of energy injection / 
explosions on LSS- a big 
pre-COBE forecast issue

 ambient/blank-field tSZ effect from 
clusters and groups B86-87

sub-dominant 
cc-clustering

dominant Poisson 
‘self’-clustering dusty 

gals

gg-clustering 
is impt Blast09
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Cluster Peak Patches
in Final State Space
(Eulerian)

(400 Mpc)3 simulation

peak patches 
BM91-96

importance of tidal 
fields - virial mass 

from homogeneous 
ellipsoid dynamics

accurate cluster 
positions, masses, 
binding energies,   

clustering
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N-body groups
in Final State Space
(Eulerian)

(400 Mpc)3 simulation

peak patches 
BM91-96

importance of tidal 
fields - virial mass 

from homogeneous 
ellipsoid dynamics

accurate cluster 
positions, masses, 
binding energies,   

clustering
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BUT pressure still 
painted on a la 

spherical beta-profile  
with core scaling and 

old X-ray beta’s

peak-patch sCDM-ish

tSZ

kSZ

X-ray 
Rosat

primary 
CMB

peak patches 
BM91-96

importance of tidal 
fields - virial mass 

from homogeneous 
ellipsoid dynamics

accurate cluster 
positions, masses, 
binding energies,   

clustering
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vintage 93-96 forecast 
of what CBI would be - 

became 13 elements, no 
15 GHz. but NVSS, 

OVRO, GBT (ATCA), .. 
thrown at source 

contamination issue

peak-patch ΛCDM 
> 10K smeared cls 

@lowish z

from Planck

peak-patch sCDM-ish
May09 launch
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striping
dust
synchrotron
bremsstrahlung
dusty galaxies
kinetic SZ
thermal SZ
PRIMARY

the quest for primordial non-Gaussianity within the primary CMB requires exquisite 
foreground removal, whether inflation-induced or cosmic-string-induced, ...

}

the TBD of Planck vintage 98: signal separation



Planck and Herschel split 
~1/2hr after launch
Trip to L2: ~ 30 days from 
May xx launch
● Decontamination & Cool-
down ~ 45 days
● Detectors at 100mK at L2 
around Canada Day July 1
● CPV (Checkout & 
Performance Verification) to 
early Aug

● Two sky surveys finished 2010.7
● Early Release Compact Source Catalog 2011.1
● Four sky surveys finished 2011.7
● Public release of 1yr data, papers 2012.7
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SB adiabatic cluster test then: ITP95

& then: KITP cluster 
workshop Jan-Apr 2011
Kravtsov, Marrone, Oh 

organizers
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ITP95 Cluster Comparison seen in Lensing, SZ & X at z=0.5 & z~0
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B+Kofman+Pogosyan 96-99

“Molecular” Picture of 
Filaments & Membranes in LSS

15 Mpc 30 Mpc 15 Mpc

3 354 Mpc

1 Mpc 2 Mpc 1 Mpc
3.6 Mpc

clusters  
z~0-1+ 

~1015 Msun

galaxies  
z~2-5 

~1011.5 Msun

filaments

2 point

membranes 
3+ point



galaxy clusters: intermittency in cosmic random fields of mass, 
pressure, X-ray & optical luminosity, tides/shear (lensing) ... 

 ⇒ Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect in 
supercls may give outskirts of 
clusters & groups, but not filaments 
(unless ∃ large gas E-outflows)

constrained supercluster treePM-SPH sim of ΛCDM +cooling 
largest k-range of its time (>> Virgo sim)   

     104 Mpc HighResolution +166 MedRes +266 LoRes

B+Kofman+Pogosyan+Wadsley 97/99



pre-Boomerang post-Boomerang



TSZ

KSZ

5123 ΛCDM sim SZ 
power spectra for 

various realizations

CBI excess 02 

cf. Pen & Zhang 02 
MMH  for CBI02, 

smaller box, more 
power at low L, flatter 
at high L, analytic PS 
approximation to it, 
calibration for KS?



pass the CMB thru the cosmic web;  CBI extra power??
5123 LCDM tree-SPH sim tSZ maps: rotate & translate copies(z) of  400 Mpc box



Readhead et al. 2004, ApJ 609, 498 

CBI excess 04 

by then, Springel etal’s 1st heating/cooling attempts showed no dramatic effect on SZ, but ...



What sort of objects in the cosmic 
web dominate the SZ effect? 

clusters and groups, with only a 
little from the filament outskirts, 
unless there has been substantial 

energy injection along the 
filaments



5123 ΛCDM sim SZ power halo 
overdensity cut cf. virial density

5123 ΛCDM sim SZ power 
halo mass cut



What is the redshift range that 
contributes to the SZ effect? 

all from 0 to ~2



CBI excess 02 



pass the CMB thru the cosmic web;  CMB extra power??
5123 LCDM sim tSZ maps: rotate & translate copies(z) of  400 Mpc box

tSZ

kSZ

X-ray
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CBI excess 02 
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CBI excess 02 



• CBI observes 4 patches of 
sky – 3 mosaics & 1 deep 
strip in pol’n, 3 mosaic, 1 
deep field in TT

• Pointings in each area 
separated by 45’.  Mosaic 
6x6 pointings, for 4.5o2, 
deep strip 6x1.  

• Lose 1 mode per strip to 
ground from pol’n, ½ 
from differencing in TT.

• ~5 years of data, Jan 00 – 
Apr 05.

CBI has 2 distinct datasets.  Partly overlap, so 
correlations must be done.  Observing patterns differ.



state

November 06

CBI excess 06 



CBI excess 04, 2.5 yrs 
cf. CBI excess Feb08, 

4.5 yrs 



Current CBI+BIMA PS Fit CMB+Excess model

to CBItot data

Red curve SPH simulation-
based template (Bond et al.), 

1.03 +- 0.07 to .988 +- .05

blue curve analytic 
(Komatsu&Seljak, Spergel et 

al.06).  0.92+-0.07 

 

Magenta points CBI w/ finer 
binning.  Black points latest 

BIMA.

Models extrapolated to BIMA 
points – not a fit.  

If CBI excess were due to unexpected source population, 
BIMA would see them.  They don’t.



Reichardt et.al. astro-ph Thurs Jan 10
2.1 x  detector-hours of ACBAR07
4.9 x sky coverage of ACBAR07 1.7% of sky
Calibration uncertainty to 2.2% from 6% via WMAP

ACBAR08

3rd & 4th & 5th peaks, brilliant damping tail

ACBAR excess > 2000, 1.7sigma consistent with CBI excess (tSZ), 
but could be enhanced sub-mm sources @150 GHz (now 0.6sigma)



Current high 
L state

Feb08 CBI5yr excess 08 

“ACBAR08 excess”

marginalization critical to get ns & dns /dlnk; tSZ, radio, submm sources

tSZ~f(ν) x σ8
7 x 

CL-SZ template



 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th peaks
& damping tail

2009.1

COBE 
regime

CMB NOW 

pillars 1,2,3

pillar 5? “CBI excess”

pillar 4: as random as can be given this spectrum

<|T(LM)|2>L(L+1)/2

CBI10,11: Sievers etal, Mason etal 2009 Jan astroph



Pillar 6 
secondary 
anisotropy

Pillar 6a: 
thermal SZ 

effect?:  
Compton 
scattering 

tSZ~f(ν) x σ8
7 x 

CL-SZ template

KS-SZ@L~2500 
96±37@30 

57±22@100 
23±9@150 

cf. 92±35@30 KS-SZ@L~4000 

KS-SZ@L~6000 
80±31@30 MCMC parameter 

forecasts(,L)

09Jan29 aph SZA@L~4066 60+65-55@30 ⇒ 34±60 

CBI excess 
02/04/05/09
Jan29aph



Pillar 6 
secondary 
anisotropy 
CBI excess 

02/04/05/09.1 Pillar 6a: 
thermal SZ 

effect?:  
Compton 
scattering 

tSZ~f(ν) x σ8
7 x 

CL-SZ template

KS-SZ@L~2500 
57±22@100 
~1.5 ticks

Quad09.1 Jan28 aph

Conclude: QuAD is 
consistent with the 

SZ-frequency-scaled 
CBI excess

MCMC parameter 
forecasts(,L)

KS-SZ@L~2500 
23±9@150 
~half tick



CBI+ACBAR+BIMA+SZA April 2009

42

SZA agrees 
with CBI for 
KS template



CITA SZ with feedback:  Battaglia, Bond, Pfrommer & Sievers 2009 

Oct 2007 decided to embark on large treePM-sph sims (>7003  gas + dark matter 
with cooling + SN feedback + winds + CRs)

because of core overcooling and overproduction of stars, we decided to wait for a 
subgrid model of  AGN feedback in cluster cores, to be calibrated by extrapolating 
the (small mass) cluster-BH calculations of Sijacki (with Springel, Pfrommer, ...). 

 full Sijacki-resolution was/is ~ infeasible for single massive clusters, and certainly 
strongly infeasible for big-box statistically useful samples, hence subgrid. 

it is just an exploratory BH model in any case. 
conclusion in 2009 is silly us: there will be no universal panacea to cure all 

cluster cores: episodic and cluster-history-dependent, if observables are overly 
sensitive to this, then we become gastrophysical weather reporters and not 

cosmological gold-sample miners delivering parameter purity. 
 with ACT (+SPT), it is now urgent to show the range of CLSZ as effects are added, 

plausible and implausible. 
so far, adiabatic-shock heat; cool+SN E; cool + SN E + winds; cool + SN E + 

winds + CRs from cluster shocks  



CITA SZ with feedback:  Battaglia, Bond, Pfrommer & Sievers 2009 

strategy: hi res single cluster sims, 14 cls so far, but really many more as pre-
merge cl-subunits at higher redshift

+ many (!) large 5123 box sims for stats (2563 workhorse so far & even 1283 checks)
instead of rotate and translate a single periodic box at various redshifts to tile 

0<z<2, with bad correlations built in, stack sphericalized cluster pressure 
profiles and use with cluster abundances to get CLSZ

- =

adiabatic, except for 
shock heating

radiative cool + 
SN energy + 

winds + CRs from 
cluster shocks



universal modified β-profile 
fits all cases much better 
than expected, and at all 

relevant redshifts
p(r)Vnorm=

[PV] (1+r/rc)-3β

Y(z)∝PV, β(z), 
cg (z) = r200/rc

@z = 0
14 stacked 
scaled HR-cls
cf. 480 stacked 
scaled box-cls

fit-cut 
<40 kpc 

comoving



z-independence of 
p-scaled vs. r-scaled  ⇒ impact on CLSZY(z), β(z), 

cg (z) = r200/rc⊕



The SZ & cluster frontier
high/low σ8 issue will be resolved (soon: 

ACT/SPT, Planck)
but non-equilibrium, non-thermal cluster complexities (e.g., 

cosmic ray pressure, merging, inhomogeneous entropy 
injection, cooling flow avoidance, AGN feedback) must be 
fully addressed for high precision on other parameters to 
be realized. Improved theoretical CL templates and better 

development of non-Gaussian probes are essential in 
conjunction with theory & observations of  

SZ at varying resolution + optical + gravitational lens 
+ X-ray + embedded IR/radio source observations +..



ACT@5170m

CBI2@5040m
why Atacama? driest desert in the 
world. thus: cbi, toco, apex, asti, 

act, alma, quiet, clover



end


